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In San Francisco, female-
focused co-working offices 
have drawn attention for their 
posh amenities and sleek 
décor, but the real value is in 
the connections they create

Ϩѧᶲص䩟֟ Њѽԛґޗϡұ֞ӑҼ䩟
ལၳҙޗැфЖآґϽҲԷѬ䩟ϤО
ԄЅϡϪগԬӻ౪䩟ҥϥԷѐԜϡߚ٢ӛϨ
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP: THE HIVERY’S 
BEAUTIFUL 
LIGHT-FILLED SPACE; 
A MEMBER PHOTO 
WALL AT THE 
HIVERY; THE HIVERY 
FOUNDER GRACE 
KRAAIJVANGER; A 
MEETING ROOM AT 
THE HIVERY
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I
t’s an unseasonably warm April afternoon, and just over the Golden 
Gate Bridge in Mill Valley, co-working space The Hivery is buzzing. In 
the main salon, women are scattered around, doing battle via laptop in 
front of wide windows. In the lobby, they’re gathered around a high 
table, preparing for tonight’s sold-out author talk. There’s a palpable 

energy reverberating from all these bodies, these conversations, these bright walls 
with pops of yellow. 

“This place is a total catalyst,” says Tatyana Kabealo, The Hivery’s director of 
events, steering me under the massive skylight in the loft’s atrium. “If you stand right 
in the middle and make a wish, it’ll come true.”

I don’t believe in wish-granting architecture, but The Hivery is a dream realised for 
founder Grace Kraaijvanger, a professional dancer turned tech marketer who had 
envisioned a safe, creative space to connect with other women long before the term 
“co-working” joined the vernacular and communal offi  ce startup WeWork was valued 
at $20 billion. In 2014, she transformed a shared offi  ce into a “female-fuelled” work 
space emphasising creativity, support and collaboration. The Hivery became not just 
the fi rst women’s co-working space in the Bay Area, but one of the fi rst in the nation. 

With its legion of startups and astronomical rents, the San Francisco Bay Area has 
been a hub of both the co-working movement and its female-focused off shoot. Over the 
last few years, the doors have opened on a handful of spaces that cater explicitly to 
women. For US$50-$295 (HK$392-$2316) per month, they off er the standard trappings 
of shared work environments – conference rooms, phone booths and printers with 
endless toner – but with extra amenities like acupuncture and breast-milk pumping 
rooms and activities like 
branding workshops and yoga 
classes. Their most valuable 
asset, however, may be the 
hardest to defi ne: a community. 

As remote work and the gig 
economy have grown, so too 
have shared offi  ces designed to 
meet the needs of entrepreneurs 
and freelancers. According to 
consulting fi rm Emergent 
Research, there were about 
4,000 co-working spaces across 
the United States in 2017, with a 
total of 542,000 members. Over 
the next fi ve years, the fi rm 
expects those numbers to swell 
to 6,200 offi  ces serving more 
than 1 million workers. Those 
workers are after more than 
quiet desks and plentiful coff ee. 
They’re also seeking human 
connection – the daily 
interaction offi  ce denizens take 
for granted but that disappears 
for those who do business from 
the living room couch. When 
Emergent surveyed co-working 
space members, 83% reported 
feeling less lonely since joining 
a shared workspace.

Across the city in Potrero 
Hill, Temi Adamolekun knows 
fi rsthand how isolating it can be 
to launch a company. Four years 
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ϡܾࣶࢧޞ䩟����ёҪѤлϽएϩ�����ϫұ֞ӑҼ䩟ϾϪُϩ
�������Ϫ䦚؏ԍޅভࢧϨ۔ϰٚё䩟Ҫлԕϩ�����ϫұދԍॣ䩟ࠔעᶙ
䩟ЇϨᇕራϪ֔ф౹ప॒ࢰԍދϡݕ䦚јИङϦԳ؆ԥӜϪݛ���
ኾ䵋ϨੰϪگЊϥԑӛԄѼϡϪগૠҁ䩟ϾڨЯ֞ӑсѡׅ۠ۺ
чґᷞ۽䦚(PHUJHQW�5HVHDUFKභ՛ϦϣԈұދԍॣѓр䩟ԄЅࡂ
юѧϡիභگٷЊ䩟ІӸՊұҲ࠶ҏћ䩟۬⍞ःϦવϡҀң䦚
Ϩࡔֶصϣс߅மئځ䩟7HPL�$GDPROHNXQٹҴٷъ҆વݲӑڕ

ϡ༸ڏ䦚ףёӓ䩟ԧыϦІѝϡԍԬԍޅ䩟ҬϨปײϡ౹ڈނрЅ
ၸࠚϡۦఙ೨֞ӑ䦚$GDPROHNXQМ䩭䦯Ғҝϩϣϫ֟Њ֞ӑґޗϡсҤ䩟
ٰϪТ҅дഭыϰϡҧ䩟ߺхϩڢ٤ТݗҨ䦚䦰

THE HIVERY
38 Miller Ave, 

#20, Mill Valley; 
thehivery.com

WHO JOINS 
Women at all ages and stages. 

Founder Grace Kraaijvanger 
says, “We have women in their 

early twenties who want to 
start new businesses, empty 
nesters that are leaving long 

careers and want to make 
massive pivots and everything 

in between.”
Ͼְภ

ϡѽԛ䦚ݫ႓Ѩحڗҿ؛ߵёحڗ
.UDDLMYDQJHUԣܾ䩭䦯϶Ѷ૽ϩЂ
ϡ��ϰۈѽԛ䩟ЇϩϣԈڐы֞ӑᐻ֧
ӔڜॸжѽඩӔюр߹ॣϡёӕѽԛ
䵋ԧИЁֳܨЊϪТծϰԳϽׅԺ䦚
ϨϢИϡ҅ҁ۾ӿٷҏЅ䩟ϩϣ֧ѽ

ѸӔโ�ҙ䦚䦰ۈ�

PERKS 
Midweek meditation and 

signature events like “swarms” 
and “circles” where members 

gather to swap ideas or listen to 
talks from invited guests.

؛ҏݿ

ա҅ҁ䩟ຎҒئԷјߵڡЅᙛЂڬϩޗ
џϾుϨϣвےԵҺԊڈՎϰࠟ܈

ဓඐϡळՂ҅ҁ䦚

WHAT’S NEXT 
The Hivery’s second location 

will open in San Francisco 
later this year, and there are 

plans to expand in the East Bay, 
South Bay and Marin County. 
Kraaijvanger is also prepping 

to launch a new matching 
algorithm within the member 
directory to help people find 
coaches, mentors and peers. 

“It’s almost like a dating 
service for our members 

that will bring them together 
and help them connect with 

each other.”
זϰҁ۔

7KH�+LYHU\Ўҷԏϫұ֞ӑҼԕ
ҿѵёᆄћϨѧᶲصы௷䩟ґԘनඩذ
Քϣ܌ч۠ࣁֆஹ䦙۪ஹެߵ້䦚
ҪࠇԐоϣއߪ䩟.UDDLMYDQJHUԜ֔ࡔ
ЈϾࡈхڍ䩟Ͼװଵׁϡ
䦙ؓфӎଏ䦚䦯϶҆ᘗҒЊϾڌ
ґޗϡےҎࠔע䩟ԕԧИుओϨϣв䩟

ԧИۀױ䦚䦰
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ϩҀ֞ӑ॒ࢰϤ֟ޡфϩѿЄਘϪдКϡѨ䩟ԧы״Ϩѧᶲ
Ҽ䩟ԔчѳؚИ䦯ӌۭѿϽ䦙ѿОԲԛҰ䩟ұ֞ӑաص
ॸܴࠔ࠱Оҿة䦰䦚зћ䩟ԧӿԇϪׁၪދԍॣ䩟Էћޛးቜ
о䩟$GDPROHNXQ۬ӿࠃੰڗနؓϡ࿆ਜ਼7RELׁҨԕ߃ۨܒю5DGLDQW�
:RUNVSDFHV䩟ؚϥϣϫЊѽԛఌрґޗϡұҼ䦚�
5DGLDQW�:RUNVSDFHVҿ����ёף֊ы௷䩟ӠዝЖ֪ܷ䩟ॣֶۥآѽ

ԛਲफрфؓذޗఋ䩟ԷЅϣๆئաේຍѸီזоѽԛঊ෧䩟د၉ӻ
ѧՉϼ䩟ϾЁڬနϽؓ∝ՀՀ䦚ҟၠࠃߵ䩟йࡉӜԕᒊၬᅡᒽܧ
Ͼ۾ӿ౹Щు䩟ґ$GDPROHNXQඩϾӡ֞ދӑᗝ䩟йѽԛࡠ֏д
ҳҰ֤䦚ؖޞቺओߵҪࣦѹݱ
䦯ੰԾѽԛӌх҆ٿखڕ䩟ؑϴքОԳԳᅣዏ䦚䦰ԧ܋о䩟ԚԝвԲ

ԛఌр䩟ѽԛϨଵؒٷޞۄҤӌ䩟Ք֡ࡄԝࢺߝ䩟ࢺڈඣю
৶䦚ٍسԧИюזۋၚϨׂٷޞۄМ䩟ӛԠЏϡؖޞЇԝԲԛࠍЏЄ䦚
ॏѼѤлϩѧюࡏϡఌۥѽԛفϩ䩟Ԕђϩվҿښдҏѧϡޞۄ
ԍޅ䩟ϥۥѽԛҲूրᄖ֨䦚
䦯ϢИۨૅۓԺѳ૬䩟џѸЄϩաϪ҆фѽԛቺޞ䦚䦰

$GDPROHNXQМ䦚䦯ϢИНй࣠ࣞІӱӌхϡئቕєୄфᬢѲ՛֤䩟ૠԚ
٤оࠃ৶䦚䦰
፻Ϫ0DU\�0LFKDHO�3ULQJOH۰ҋՔ7KH�+LYHU\Ж䩟࠱Һրฬᄦ

хҿਦӸՊѽԛދԍॣУКࡖഓ䦚ԧМ䩭䦯в२ϢϨЂ䩟Ϣ؏Ͼ
ୈ݉Բԛ䩟ԔѨӢࢮҴ䩟ϢДᢝϦ϶ϫม݉䦚ϧϾҀϺѸלϽ䩟Ѹϩ
Ҩ䩟࣬ϤЏԕϣϽຒਙТྡྷָ௮ӵоϰ䩟ϣ҆לϡӎѬׁҀܟѼґ
Т䦚䦰3ULQJOHਣࣘ䩟ԧҬӿѽԛѨ䩟џԧѸفߗІѝϡԑЂ䩟ӱנ
䦚ڕ႗֞ӑӿрϡखכثϦҎЇۘڕ
7KH�+LYHU\ދϪ.UDDLMYDQJHUҟҋࢰઆԧϡ֞ӑҼ䩟ЁϾҀիϺъ

҆ӎዲ௵ϡؘظ䦚䦯ҟϳЁϩϾݍपϢ䩟ԧИϾૠԚۄՊؖޞ䩟ю
Њׁӑᘒଏ䩟ૠԚታՎфҨׁӑ䦚䦰
ङϦ۽ङવ߹ҀфૠԚ֔فݒ䩟ϩԈѽԛ֞ӑҼѸӋދԍॣϡة

ښϣӏϼ߅Ͼڌصҿѧᶲޗϡ7KH�$VVHPEO\䩟ࠔעՊۄ֊ᕴବ䦚Ӄҿϣ
ёࣵϡڌஇֶ䩟Ϩҙଛ֞ӑҼй֔ыᓛѸЄНЌԛ䦚⁝Ͻᛴϡ
䩟ઞཋѶࡄࠆٮݪӱॣϾЊϾ٤పґю䩟ԄЅϡ߃இۨۥԍॣދ
ϩϽ֝Ѥېഥއ䩟֔ࡔඩϩۥԄсѽԛਲफрӑϡঊآ䩟й
ҼϩࣲЯܵ௩୭ޗଈϡআဧॣ䦚ϺϦԉϼ䩟УϾ֖ࠚᗽйѲዻဧߵ
ӡނ䩟й۠صӕԃקϪম՛ڞࢰҳ҅ҁ䦚�

ago, she founded her own public 
relations fi rm, working from 
local coff ee shops and the kitchen 
table. “Having somewhere to go 
that’s dedicated to work – 
increasing the separation 
between work and personal life 
– is great for productivity,” says 
Adamolekun. 

Frustrated with feeling 
unprofessional and juggling 
distractions, she started visiting 
co-working spaces around San 
Francisco, but found them “too 
big, too bro-y, too corporate”. 
Eventually, she joined a shared 
offi  ce, and when her offi  cemate 
moved away, Adamolekun and 
her architect husband, Tobi, 
remodelled the space into 
Radiant Workspaces, a 
communal environment for 
female entrepreneurs. 

Opened in April 2017, Radiant 
is sleek and intimate, with décor 
by female artists and designers, 
along with a wall dedicated to 
empowered women like tennis 
great Serena Williams and late 
architect Zaha Hadid. Members 
pause for Wednesday morning 
coff ee chats, and Adamolekun 
holds regular workshops that 
tackle topics like holistic 
medicine and raising capital – 
from a distinctively female 
perspective.

“Women in the workplace have 
diff erent challenges, diff erent 
obstacles, diff erent hurdles to 
cross,” she says, pointing out 
that women are often slow to 
seek investment in their 
businesses or do so much further 
down the line than their male 
counterparts. Even when they do 
pitch investors, women receive 
far less funding. Though 36% of 
businesses in the United States 
are female-owned, less than 3% of companies that receive venture capital funding are 
headed by female CEOs. 

“It’s really important to change that and have more people of color, more women 
coming to ask for money,” says Adamolekun. “We can just give each other diff erent 
recommendations based on our very diff erent and similar pain points.”

Creative director and copywriter Mary Michael Pringle was sceptical about 
joining a female-focused offi  ce when she fi rst visited The Hivery. “Originally, I 
thought I was going to miss men, but I love it. You feel dominant. You feel like, you 

“Less than 3% of companies 
in the United States that 
receive venture capital 
funding are headed by 
female CEOs”

䦯ϨѤл䩟ђϩվҿښдҏѧϡޞۄԍޅ䩟
ϥۥѽԛҲूրᄖ֨䦰

RADIANT 
WORKSPACES
1796 18th St (Suite C), 

San Francisco; 
radiantspaces.work 

WHO JOINS 
Female entrepreneurs, 

from graphic designers and 
social media managers to 

indie filmmakers and brand 
ambassadors.

Ͼְภ

ѽԛఌр䦚כۥӌؓذޗ䦙घے෪Ղ
Ҭԑ䦙ݻ߹३әϪ䩟й۠ԘनϽٍҳ䦚

PERKS 
A network of female founders 

and business owners who 
can offer advice or just 

commiserate. There are also 
Wednesday morning Coffee 

and Questions sessions – 
when everyone takes a quick 
break to gather and connect 
– and regular workshops on 

everything from clean beauty to 
raising capital. 

؛ҏݿ

р६юϡӻ౪䩟НϪӿఌ״ѽԛۥ
ЊϾ٤పࠃ৶ڈয়ᖗծϰԬॕ䦚Ϩҟ
ম՛䦰҅ߵѧՉϼҲϡ䦯౹ڬၠ
ҁϼ䩟ϾНၳױు۰ߵૠԚۀ䦚ࡔ
֔䩟϶ѶУϾӡ֞ދӑᗝ䩟ዧ
ϳѼѤبҤ֚й۠ቺओؖޞҳҰ֤䦚

WHAT’S NEXT 
Scaling up. That could mean a 
larger space in San Francisco, 

expanding beyond the Bay 
Area or creating an online 

programme to support people 
building companies in places 

where they can’t pull up a chair.
זϰҁ۔

Քϣ܌ᇕפ䦚ߞҏ䩟ԘनڈϾϨѧᶲ
ஹ۠ࣁҼ䦙ᇕұ֞ӑѸϽϡ߹ޗص
ᎨϣԈݒӻϼҤଈࠇϣ߃ڈй֔䩟߅

䦚ϡϪޅӢՂԍ߹ࠃЌ۔
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A MEMBER HARD AT 
WORK IN ONE OF 
THE ASSEMBLY’S 
COSY SPACES

Ͼҿ7+(�$66(0%/<
ϡসҼֶႲ۰֞ӑ
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT: A 
MEETING AREA AT 
RADIANT 
WORKSPACES; 
OUTDOOR SEATING 
AT THE ASSEMBLY; 
STAINED GLASS 
WINDOWS AT THE 
ASSEMBLY; MOLLY 
GOODSON, 
FOUNDER OF THE 
ASSEMBLY; THE 
ASSEMBLY’S 
CO-WORKING SPACE 
RESEMBLES A COSY 
LIVING ROOM

ॄЖఴਅϼ֖в䩭
5$',$17�
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know what, have a huge box of tampons out! I fi nd the camaraderie there so powerful,” 
says Pringle, adding that she works regularly alongside women who hold her accountable 
to her goals and commiserate over the challenges of balancing business and family. 

Hivery founder Grace Kraaijvanger recognises that camaraderie every time she looks 
around the space. “Every day I have members telling me that they’re funding each other, 
partnering together, hiring each other and collaborating with one another.”

Some women’s spaces seem to be pushing the boundaries of what an offi  ce even is. At 
The Assembly, which opened in January in a 100-year-old church in San Francisco’s 
Mission District, serving women goes beyond off ering a productive workspace. Along 
with a main sanctuary-turned-airy-offi  ce, the space includes a fi tness studio with free 
classes for members, a fridge stocked with healthy meals, Instagram-ready interiors by 
local female artists and a pumping room adorned with hand-drawn breasts. Evening 
activities range from a vintage jeans pop-up to a Q&A session with a mayoral candidate. 

Founder Molly Goodson, a former editor and executive at women’s media company 
PopSugar, sees The Assembly less as a stand-in for the offi  ces of yore, and more as a 
new-school, health-and-wellness clubhouse, where members can sweat, work, have lunch 
with a friend or meet someone new. In some ways, it feels like a very stylish YMCA. 

“I want you to walk in and say, ‘Oh, I can sit and do art over here; there’s a class going 
on downstairs; there’s people just meeting each other in the kitchen and having lunch 
together,’” says Goodson, adding that with people moving more frequently and being less 
connected to neighbourhoods or religious groups, The Assembly’s most important 
benefi t may actually be its members. 

“The concept of wanting to belong somewhere is not new,” Goodson says. “[People] 
think they’re coming because they want this workspace, and they realise what they 
really want is a community most of all.”

Kraaijvanger agrees. “What gets people in the door is [the feeling that] working from 
home is lonely,” she says of The Hivery, which will expand to San Francisco this year. 
But what makes them stay is the 
community, the network of women 
that become mentors, support 
systems and friends. Kraaijvanger 
points to one woman who launched 
a wellness coaching business and 
found other members interested in 
nutrition and stress management. 
“Before you know it, their clients 
are built into the community.”

This spring, a painted billboard 
appeared on the edge of the 
Financial District, advertising the 
arrival of yet another women’s 
co-working space – The Wing, a 
rapidly expanding brand known in 
New York for its celebrity clientele 
and Chanel bathroom products. In 
other industries, competitors might 
bemoan the addition of an out-of-
town giant, but all three founders 
are eager to see the market grow 
and diversify, so that every woman 
can fi nd the space she needs.

“I think the movement is 
beautiful. I think the movement is 
needed,” says Kraaijvanger. “I 
think the time is yesterday.” 
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䦯ϢֳܨՔϰϡϪЁϾϩ϶Ҋϡބ䩭ᄠ䩟ϢНйܩЎϰ҂ѡਲ

फӑ䩟۾ٷڈӸЎϡࣱঙڡ䩮ၸࠚъנУϩԈϪϨࢥϳфϣвѷ
ЯϪИϡԵҁԛքϰքҙ䩟ڨ䦚䦰*RRGVRQҒϥМ䦚ԧਣࣘ䩟֦࠼۹
ӿघڈ߅ᅓࣗڌՂϡࡀя౾ःվ䩟7KH�$VVHPEO\ϡϾܛڈϲϥԷ
зմਰϡݗޞ䦚
*RRGVRQԣܾ䩭䦯ྸؒ٥ҀۘЈ৬Ѩ䦚ԧИйЊଵ֞װӑҼ

ϥҰӹ䩟ԔԷӢϽחдϪѐԜؑϴϡϥϣϫघळ䦚䦰
.UDDLMYDQJHUٹԣӎҺ䩟Ғ7ߵںױKH�+LYHU\䩭䦯ϪИҏӛйӸՊ

юЊϾ䩟ϥӹЊңЏϨр֞ӑϥϣխવϡѨ䦚䦰7KH�+LYHU\ԕҿѵ
ёᇕࣘ۠ѧᶲص䦚ϣळԄમؓ೯ҎфݒᎨӻ౪ϡѽԛ䩟ϲϥџϾ
䩟чѳࠔخϦދо䩟ԷЅϣ֧ѽ܋Ўϡ֍ӹ䦚.UDDLMYDQJHU߈
ԷјϾЇֳܨѹ܄ॺޘѹфॠҨ܉ԑ䦚䦯ϨϧҰҁଵۺװҏӓ䩟
ԷӢݏۺՉϲၚϨҿघळҏЅ䦚䦰
ѵёࡇ䩟ϣϽݍܰनоѳҿؖ๎߅䩟ୌࡔةϣѽұ֞ӑ

фݏۺϡԘन䩟ϨኯएйӜϪݬႭࣁҼ7KH�:LQJԜܴࠪ䦚϶ϫч
٤ప&KDQHOϫϪࣆԑݗԘԊि䦚ϨԷјҲ䩟ჟৎܛڈٷϾَ൧ԇص
ϽԘनҏϰ䩟ԔӆҹאЅϡѧ֧ఌрЁӀҿԊصࢮԾᘅᘥчࣁ
фԺЏЄׄ٩䩟џҟ֧ѽԛЁЌװϺԧИӛؑϡҼ䦚
.UDDLMYDQJHUМ䩭䦯ϢңЏ϶ϥϣԾѤϮϡཪܞ䩟ґॸؑؒ൬ᦜ䦚Ϣ

ഄҲ䦚䦰؏ՉϲۢࠊЊ䩟϶੦گ

Hong Kong Airlines flies to San Francisco four times weekly. 
For more information, visit hongkongairlines.com
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THE ASSEMBLY
449 14th St, 

Mission District, 
San Francisco

theassembly.com

WHO JOINS 
Women with an interest in 

health and wellness. More than 
half of Assembly members have 
9-5 jobs elsewhere and use the 

space as a gym/clubhouse/
retreat in the heart of the city.

Ͼְภ

хՂҀࣱঙϡѽԛ䦚ϰІػҁԘन
/XOXOHPRQф2XWGRRU�9RLFHVϡ֞ϾϨ
϶ϫӓӱЊڌஇϡҼѶ࿄ൽӱՂ䦚ս
Оُٻϡ7KH�$VVHPEO\Ͼҿ֔ӌݣ
ϩச॰ԉٚϡԜੰ䩟ԕױҼ؆Њӏ

ߵחӱॣᄦ༤ӀЅКϡص
ࣤਖ਼Ծӛ䦚

PERKS 
Unlimited classes in the onsite 

studio, free acupuncture on 
Tuesdays, a monthly members’ 

brunch and priority access 
to most nightly events, from 

photography classes and 
pop-up shops to card and 
cocktail nights and cake 

decorating.
؛ҏݿ

Ծֶϡ҅ҁॣ٤పُҏϤ࠰ϡࡄࠆ䦚ၠ
ϩϾޗ֊䩟ҟࠔעఴṵٮݪϩޗԏڬ
֟ұՉ۹࠼䦚ϾН۾ݿӸӫলҟԉ
Ҳϡ҅ҁ䩟Ғؙڡ䦙Ҽӡނ䦙

ௌनׂۚҏࠠߵ١൷آிڡҳ䦚

WHAT’S NEXT 
Building more programming 
– think on-site services like 

manicures or eyebrow waxes 
and off-site activities like surf 

trips and fitness retreats. 
זϰҁ۔

ԐоѸЄ҅ҁ䩟ຎҒѤപфᔴᆠҳ
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Һծ֨ϢИϡѽԛϾϼࠧۺدҏ
߫䦚7KH�$VVHPEO\ᙲϨԕϾ፝ుϨ
ϣв䩟ԔԷћϡՂࡐϤۓրϥϨ

϶ѶՔҲ䦚䦰
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